Value Proposition

Xoomworks OneTeam ApproachTM
The Xoomworks OneTeam Approach™ enables fast-growing
organisations to achieve superior value.
Challenge
In the field of today’s rapidly-evolving technology development there is a true need for effective and
efficient teams to bring solutions to market faster, using fewer resources. Trust should be an integral
part of the methodology to reduce the time management spends overseeing a project. Internal teams
should become free to deliver revenue generating projects with less time managing an external team, or
re-working poorly delivered projects.

“The Xoomworks OneTeam Approach™ ’s
outstanding performance for the Betfair
Sportsbook integration projects has been
achieved with a velocity, quality and
commitment highly valuable to Betfair.”
Paul Cutter, CTO, Paddy Power Betfair

Solution
We, at Xoomworks Technology, cultivate an inquisitive engineering
culture within our organisation to produce cohesive, high performing
and technically innovative teams that bring meaningful benefit to our
clients.
The unique Xoomworks OneTeam Approach™ methodology deals with the
critical elements of successful technology innovation and transformation
projects, bringing forth cultural alignment and effective communication.
We recognise that each customer has different needs - we reflect that in
our flexible engagement models and consultative approach to success.
We combine a passion for technology with a rigorous delivery approach
that emphasises accountability, transparency and shared learning. Our
clients range from start-ups exploring brand new technologies through
to some of the world’s largest enterprises, and in each case we tailor our
work to provide the greatest possible values and showcase our shared
strengths.

Be it through on-site, dedicated or distributed teams, our Xoomworks
OneTeam Approach™ values are:

Trust – We start from a position of trust and it forms the basis of
all our relationships
Pride – We are proud of our people and the work they do
Caring – We care about our people and our clients and it reflects in
the responsibility we all take for our work
Legacy – Our legacy is important to us especially in terms of creating
real benefit for our clients
Freedom – We strive to give all our people the freedom to make an
impact

+44 (0)20 3872 7272 technology@xoomworks.com

We typically work with CFOs, CPOs and CIOs who want to get superior value from technology development projects. We help them control and create
momentum in those projects, so that ultimately they can deliver on their promises to the Board.
Xoomworks Technology has the engagement tools that enable our specialists to collaborate with our customers efficiently, to gain business momentum and
practical results from all their technology projects.

Xoomworks Technology Skill Matrix
Quality Assurance:
API Testing
Automation testing
Performance/Load testing
Cucumber
Manual testing
Mobile testing
Nunit
Penetration testing
Security testing
Selenium
TestNG
Unit testing
JMeter

Frontend:
Android
Angular JS
Angular 4
Bootstrap
CSS/HTML 5
iOS (Objective C & SWIFT)
Xamarin
JavaScript
NodeJS
React JS
React Native
TypeScript

Cloud:
AWS
Azure
Google
OpenStack

Database:
Apache kafka
Apache storm
Cassandra
Couchbase
DynamoDB
ETL
MongoDB
MSSQL (SSIS, SSRS, SSAS)
MySQL
Oracle
PostgresQL
Redshift
SQL
Xcode
Automation:
Ansible
Docker
Dropwizard
AWS EC2
Gradle
Gulp
Maven

Across our Xoomworks OneTeam
pool of experts, we are recognised
for our expertise in
Backend:
.NET
Apache Ant
Apex (Salesforce)
ASP.NET
Atom
C / C++
C#
Chef
Dekiscript
Eclipse
EJB
Force.com
Groovy
Hibenate
IntelliJ IDEA
Java
Java Swing
Jboss
JDBC
Jenkins
JSF
JSP
Junit
Mercurial
Objective-C
Perl
PHP
Python
REST
Ruby
Scala
SOAP
Spring
Visual Basic

Quality Assurance
Delivery & Tools
Web / Cloud
Frontend
Backend
Database
Automation
Project Management
Business Analysis
Technical Authoring

Our experience in mobile application

O
duervcleileontpsmhaevnetapdreomjaencdtsfor high standards,
both in technical skills and service delivery.
With our Xoomworks OneTeam Approach™,
the client teams and Xoomworks Technology’s
teams:
collaborate on daily basis

successfully exchange questions and feedback
track the progress
set milestones.

Benefits
Our partner organisations gain a complimentary suite of technical expertise and services to enhance their offering.
The Xoomworks OneTeam Approach ™ removes the barriers between our team and your organization:
Your problems are our problems and vice-versa

Problems are dealt with as a single entity. The language of “us and
them” is never used

As well as excellent technical skills each of our
consultants has an ability to connect with all levels of
staff whilst listening to your needs

Our expertise integrates with your technologies.

Our approach to business has shown us that there’s quite a difference in our team of specialists. Our partner organisations treat the Xoomworks
part of the team as one of their own for all elements of the relationship.

About Xoomworks Technology
Xoomworks Technology helps companies to solve their software development challenges cost effectively, by providing dedicated teams of near shore skilled resources. We can work directly as part of your team or can take full ownership of the development process. We have strong capability in open source, web, mobile and QA technologies and we have deep expertise in the
travel, financial and gaming business sectors.

+44 (0)20 3872 7272 technology@xoomworks.com

